
Strategic Innovation
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By breaking the rules of the game and thinking of new ways to compete, a

company can strate^cally redefine its btisiness and catch its bigger

competitors off guard. The trick is not to play the game better than the

competition but to develop and play an altogether different game.

In spring 1902, Jim Penney opened his first dry-
goods store in Kemmerer, Wyoming, and began his
attack on the big retail chains of the time, including

Seats and Woolworth, which date back to 1886 and
1879, respectively. By 1940, J.C. Penney had grown to
1,586 stores and annual sales of $302 million.
• In January 1936, Lever Bros., a subsidiary of Uni-
lever, introduced a new food product in the U.S. mar-
ket, a vegetable shortening called Spty. The new prod-
uct went up against Procter & Gamble's established
marker leader, Crisco, which had been introduced in
1912. Spry's impact was phenomenal: in a single year,
it had reached half the market shate of Crisco.
• In the early 1960s, Canon, a camera manuiacturer,
entered the photocopier market — a field totally domi-
nated by Xerox. By the early 1980s, having seen such
formidable competitors as IBM and Kodak attack this
same market without much success, Canon emerged
as the market leader in unit sales. Today, it is a close
second to Xerox.
• In 1972, Texas Instruments, a semiconductor chip
supplier, entered the calculator business — a field al-
ready occupied by Hewlen-Packard, Casio, Commo-
dore, Sanyo, Toshiba, and Rockwell. Within five yeats,
TI was the market leader.
• In 1976, Apple introduced the Apple II in direct
competition to IBM, Watig, and Hewlett-Packard in
the professional and small business segment and Atari,
Commodore, and Tandy in the home segment. With-
in five years, Apple had become the market leader.
• In 1982, Gannett Company Inc. introduced a new

newspaper into a crowded field of 1,700 dailies. By
1993, USA Today had become a top-selling newspa-
per with an estimated 5 million daily readers.
• In 1987, Howard Schultz bought Starbucks Coffee
from the original owners. In the next five years, he
transformed the company from a chain of 11 stores to
some 280 stores in 1993. Sale tevenues grew from $1.3
million in 1987 to $163.5 million in 1993.
• In the late 1980s, Yamaha tried to revitalize its de-
clining piano business by developing digital technolo-
gy so customers could either record live performances
by the pianists they'd chosen or buy such recordings
on diskettes and play the same composition on their
pianos. Sales in Japan have been explosive.

These are certainly nice success stories, but there is
more to them than that. The common theme undet-
pinning all these accounts is simple: the companies
succeeded dramatically in attacking an established in-
dustry leader without the help of a radical technologi-
cal innovation. This feat is not easy. Existing academic
evidence shows that attacks on established leaders usu-
ally end up in failure — notwithstanding recent well-
publicized cases of market leaders, such as IBM and
General Motors, losing big to new competitors.' A se-
ries of studies show that the probability of a first-
ranked firm in a particular industry surviving in first
place is about 96 percent — almost a certainty.' For
the second-ranked firm, the probability of survival is
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91 percent, and for the third-ranked firm, 80 pet-
cent. In fact, most of the turnover that occurs among
die top five in an industry is due to mergers rather
than to new entrants that outcompete market leaders.

Thus, despite some well-documented cases of dra-
matic success in competing with an industry leader (e.g.,
Xerox versus Canon or Caterpillar versus Komatsti),
the vast majority of attackers fail quite miserably, while
established leaders hang on to theit niarket shares for

"he vast majority of attackers
fail quite miserably while

established leaders hang on
to their market shares for long

periods.

long periods. This is exactly the reason why the suc-
cess stories I first mentioned are so interesting. Not
only have the companies not failed in attacking the es-
tablished leaders, they have actually succeeded in dra-
matically increasing their market share and sometimes
even emerged as the new industry leader. And they
did all this without riding the wave of technological
discontinuity. How did they do it?

The Common Element

After studying more than thirty successful attackers, I
believe that the simple answer is that they broke the
rules of the game in theit industry. The common ele-
ment in all the successful attacks is strate^c innova-
tion. Significant shifts in market share ;ind fortunes
occur not because companies try to play the game
better than die competition but because they change
the rules of the game.

Consider, for example, the case of Canon. Back in
the 1960s, Xerox had a lock on die copier niarket by
following a well-defined, successful strategy. Tbe main
elements of Xerox's strategy were: It segmented the
market by copier volume and consciously decided to
go after the high-speed copier market to tap the cor-
porate reproduction market. This inevitably defined
its customers as the big corporations, which by itself
determined the distribution method that Xerox adopt-

ed — a direct salesforce. At the same time, Xerox de-
cided to lease rather than sell its machines, a strategic
choice that had worked well for the company in its
earlier battles with 3M.

This s t r a t ^ proved to be so successful that several
new competitors, such as IBM and Kodak, tried to
enter this huge market by adopting the same or similar
strategies. Canon, on the other hand, decided to play
the game differently. It segmented the market by end
tiser and tainted small and medium-sized businesses,
while also producing personal copiers for individuals.
Canon also decided to sell its machines otitright through
a dealer network, and, while Xerox emphasized the
speed of its machines, it concentrated on quality and
price as its differentiating features. As a result, whereas
IBM and Kodak failed to make any signifiaint inroads
in die market, Canon emerged as the leader, in unit
sales, within twenty years of attacking Xerox.

Another classic example of a company breaking the
rules of the game in its industry is Apple Computer.
In the mid-1970s, the established leader in the com-
puter business was IBM. The main elements of the
successfiil IBM strategy were to tatget corporations as
customers; to manufocture the heart of the IBM com-
puter, the microprocessor; to write its own software
programs; and to sell the computers through a direct
salesforce. Apple totally changed these norms: it tar-
geted individuals and small businesses as its customers,
purchased its microprocessors ftom an outside source,
and distributed its machines through retail stores across
the coujitry. Apple quickly emerged as the new market
leader.

There are many other examples of companies that
broke the rules. Dell Computer bypassed intermedi-
aries and sold directly to the end consumer. Hanes
Corporation created a totally new distribution outiet
for womens pantyhose — supermarkets and drug-
stores. Nucor Steel completely rethought the steel fab-
ricating process and formed minimills. Toyota devel-
oped a new inventory and manufactuiing philosophy
in the car industry. Medco Containment Services pro-
vided companies with prescription drugs through the
mail rather than through retail drugstores. Perdue dif-
ferentiated what was widely considered a commodity,
chickens. Timex sold cheap watches through drug-
stores. Southwest Airlines flew point to point rather
than using the hub-and-spoke system.
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These examples highlight my thesis: without the
benefit of a new technological innovation, it is ex-
tremely difficult for any firm to successflilly attack the
established industry leaders or to successfully enter a
new market where established players exist. The strat-
egy that seems to improve the probability of success in
those situations is the strategy of breaking the rules —
strategic innovation.

However, it is «o? enough to proclaim the virtues of
breaking the rules and to prompt companies to "just
do it." It is easy to argue for innovation and to dissect
strategic successes afterward. Over and above deciding
when it makes sense to break the rules and when it is
better to play the existing game (an extremely difKcult
question in itself), the real question is: How do inno-
vative strategists hit on their strategic masterstrokes? In
other words, how do strategists think of new ways of

How to break the rules depends
on the business that the firm

is in as well as the firm's
strengths and weaknesses.

competing in a market when everybody else seems to
miss them? Is there a systematic way of thinking about
the issues that allows a company to come up with
ideas that break the rules?

Companies do new or even crazy things, like using
a new distribution method in the industry (Hanes), a
new selling approach (Bank One), a new manufecmr-
ing method (Toyota), or totally bypassing distribution
intermediaries (Dell Computer). Their actions, how-
ever, are nothing more than the manifestation of in-
novation.' The real question is: "What allowed these
companies to think of all these possibilities? What are
the sources of their innovation?

Before tackling the issue of how to come up with
new strategic ideas, I will make five crucial points:
1. The strategy of breaking the rules is not new. Nor is
it something that has suddenly become important be-
cause of a more demanding competitive environment.
As any military historian would tell us, this old concept
is something that military strategists (from Alexander
the Great to Hannibal to the South Vietnamese gener-

als in the 1960s) have used to their advantage. Any
guerrilla army's tactics — adopted when the odds are
stacked against it — are nothing more than breaking
the rules. As the company examples suggest, the strat-
egy has been used throughout business history as well.
2. Breaking the rules is oneway to play the game. All
firms should not adopt it, and they should not adopt
it all the time. Whether a company should break the
rules depends on factors such as the nature of the in-
dustry, the nature of the game, the industry payoffs,
the firm's competitive position, and so on. Firms have
to consider, evaluate, and make decisions on these fac-
tors individually.
3. How to break the mles depends on the basiness that
the firm is in as well as the firm's strengths and weak-
nesses. Whether a company should bypass intermedi-
aries (like Dell) or reposition its product (like Perdue)
depends on market tealities. The basic criteria for de-
ciding whether to adopt a particular tactic are customer
needs or wants and company strengths and weaknesses.
4. The strategy is, by definition, risky. Yet a company
can manage the risk, primarily by experimenting in a
limited way or limited area before flilly adopting the
new strategy.
5. Coming up with new ideas does not guarantee suc-
cess. It's one thing to think of a new idea but another
to make it work. The whole organization must be man-
aged appropriately to give the new strategy a chance.

Sources of Strategic Innovation

How can a manager systematically think about break-
ing the rules? Suppose you are determined to go out
and break the rules. How do you do it? How do inno-
vative companies hit on their strategic masterstrokes?
As any manager knows, there is nothing more difficult
than coming up with really new ideas.

Based on my research, I believe strategic innovation
happens like this: As already proposed by Abell, all
companies in an industry have to decide three basic is-
sues at the strategic level: Who is going to be our cus-
tomer? What products or services should we offer the
chosen customer? How should we offer these products
or services cost efficiendy?' The answers to the who-
what-how questions form the strategy of any compa-
ny. Some will argue that the answers to these ques-
tions arethe strategy of a company (see Figure 1).
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The atiswers that a company gives to the who-wbat-
how questions are conditioned by what that company
thinks its business is. Who you see as your ctistomers
depends on what business you believe you are in. If, for
example, you think you are in the electricity business,
the customers yoti see will be different from those of
the company that believes it is in the energy business. I
return to this crucial point later.

Every company makes choices with respect to the
who-what-how questions. Tbtis some companies may
choose to focus on specific ctistomer segments and
offer specific products or services. Others may ch(X)se
to be global players offering one or many products or
services. Yet others may choose to focus on a specific
technology or distribution method and offer specific
produces or services to one or many aistomer segments.

'he first requirement for becoming
a strategic innovator is to

identify gaps before everybody
else does.

Once they've made a choice, companies are not stuck
with these choices forever. A company can always
change its customer orientation or product offering,
which may be difficult but not impossible. However,
over time, a given industry positioning map becomes
filled, i.e., most of the possible customer segments are
taken care of, most products and services are offered in
one form or another; and most possible distribution
or manufacturing methods or technologies are uti-
lized.

Strate^c innovation occurs when a company identifies
gaps in the indtistry positioning map, decides to fill them,
and the gaps ^ow to become the new mass market. By
gaps, I mean: (1) new, emerging ctistomer segments or
existing customer segments that other competitors
have neglected; (2) new, emerging customer needs or
existing customer needs not served well by other com-
petitors; and (3) new ways of producing, delivering, or
distributing existing or new products or services to ex-
isting or new customer segments. Gaps appear for a
ntunber of reasons, such as changing consumer tastes
and preferences, changing technologies, changing gov-

Figure 1 Strategic Positioning Map

ernmental policies, and so on. Gaps can be created by
external changes or proactively by the company.

Obviously, the first requirement for becoming a
strategic innovator is to identify gaps before everybody
else does. However, being the first to identify the right
gaps does not guarantee success; a company has to
competitively exploit tbe gap. Based on my research, I
believe tbat companies can identify positioning gaps
and thus hit on their strat^ic masterstrokes in various
ways: by accident or luck, by experimenting, through
a series of seemingly unrelated steps or actions, or
through a proactive thinking process. I now focus on
the last option — the thinking approach.

Five Ways to Kick-Start Strategic Innovation

How can a company proactively and systematically
think about and develop a new game plan? Five gener-
ic approaches of tlie successfiol strategic innovators can
provide clues:
1. Redefine the business.
2. Redefine the who. Who is otir customer? A company
should think of new ctistomers or new customer seg-
ments and develop a game plan that serves them better.
3. Redefine the what What products or services are
we offering these customers? A company should think
of new customer needs or wants and develop a game
plan that bener satisfies these needs.

4. Redefine the how. Companies shotild leverage existing
core competencies to build new prodticts or a better way
of doing business and then find the right customers.
5. Start the thinking process at different points. For
example, instead of thinking, "This is our customer,
this is what he or she wants, and this is how we can
offer it," start by asking: "What are our unique capa-
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What Are Mental Models?

A prerequisite to strategic innovation is an honest, fundamental
questioning of the mental models or industry recipes that seem to
govern the behavior of any individual or organization,^ A mental
model is nothing more than our beliefs about an issue — our family
or our business or the world as a whole. Thus, for example, when a
person says, "I think even/body should go to church on Sunday," he
or she is simply expressing his or her mental model. Other words
for the same thing are rules and regulations, habits, managerial
frames, assumptions, mind-sets, paradigms, conventional wisdom,
industry recipes, customs, institutional memory, and so on,''

Research has shown that every human being has a mental model,
which develops over ime primarily through education and experi-
ence. Similarly, organizations develop mental models, manifested
in the culture, routines, and unwritten rules of behavior. Thus we
hear statements such as. "This is how we do business in this indus-
try," which are the expression of that organization's mental model.
Like those of individuals, organizational mental models develop
over time through education and experience.

Mental models can be good because they allow us to process infor-
mation and make decisions quickly. However, very strong mental
models can hinder active thinking and the adoption of new ideas
because they act as filters that screen incoming information. As a
result, if we have veiy strong mental models, we tend to hear what
already supports our existing beliefs and ways of operating, while
any new information that does not support what we believe we dis-
card as wrong or not applicable. It is therefore essential that we
routinely question our mental models. Questioning does not neces-
sarily mean abandoning. We can question our mental models and
decide that nothing's wrong with them. But the questioning should
allow us to think actively about assumptions we make about our
business and about our behavior in that business.

Usually, human beings and organizations escape their mental mod-
els only after a crisis. Many firms discover new ways of competing
only when their backs are against the wall. Outsiders who have dif-
ferent mental models from prevailing ones can also be catalysts in
prompting an organization to rethink its business. Thus a new CEO,
especially one from a totally different industry, can kick-start the
strategic innovation process.

Benchmarking can also encourage active questioning of existing
mental models and open minds to other possibilities. Or the compa-
ny can develop an attitude that continually asks why — for exam-
ple. "Why are we selling our products iike this?" When this ques-
tion is legitimized by, for example, stories of organizations that are
profitably selling their products in a different way, the ;̂ /?)/question
can produce powerful results. Another tactic is to create a crisis by
giving the organization a new objective to aim for ^ a strategic in-
tent.î  If people think it is a worthwhile, challenging objective, they
will soon realize that it cannot be achieved by doing the same old
things better. They'll recognize that they have to think and behave
differently to achieve the goal.

There are many tactics that a company can use to escape its mental
models.f̂  Strategic innovation will not occur unless a company first
questions those models.

a. A very good discussion of mental models and how to escape
them is found in:
J.C- Spender, tndusttyHecipes[Oxford. England: Basil Blackwell,
199D); and
P. Grinyer and P. McKiernan, "Triggering Major and Sustained
Changes in Stagnating Companies," in H, Daems and H. Thomas.
eds.. Strategic Groups. Strategic Moves, and Performance {^evj
York: Elsevier Science, 1994), pp. 173-195,
A very practical discussion is found in:
J. A. Barker, Paradigms: The Business of Discovering the future
{NewYork: HarperCollins, 1992),
b. A recent survey of the academic literature has identified eighty-
one words that have been used to describe the same thing. See:
J. Walsh, "Managerial and Organizational Cognition: Notes from a
Trip down Memory Lane." Organization Science, volume B, May-
June 1995, pp. 280-321.
c. See G. Hamel and C.K. Prahalad, "Strategic Intent," Harvard
Business Review, volume 67, May-June 1989, pp. 63-76.
d. Other tactics to use to question mental models include: monitor
the company's strategic health as opposed to its ftranc/a/health,
experiment with new ideas, benchmark, ask the "what if" question,
monitor maverick competitors and new entrants, talk with noncus-
tomers, bring in outsiders, institutionalize a questioning culture, de-
velop the right incentives, etc.

bilities? What specific needs can we satisfy? Who will
be the right customer to approach?

Next I explore each method in turn.

Redefine the Business
Evciy individuals behavior is conditioned by his or her
mental model of the world. Similarly, the behavior of
every or^nization is conditioned by its dominant men-
tal models {see the sidebar). Perhaps a company's most
dominant mental model is its perception of what busi-
ness it is in. The definition that a company gave to its
business long ago, either explicitly or implicidy, condi-
tions how that company sees its business, which, in
turn, determines how it is going to play the game,

i.e., its strategy. Perhaps the most effective way for a
company to start playing the game differently is by
questioning the existing defmition of its business.

My research su^ests that successful strategic inno-
vators all follow very different tactics from those of
every other competitor in the industry. Behind these
tactics is the thinking process that managers went
through and the questions they asked to come up
with the tactics. In most cases, the source of strategic
innovation is an honest questioning of the answer that
managers gave long ago, either explicidy or implicidy,
to the question: "What btisiness are we in?"

What business a company believes it is in deter-
mines who it sees as its customers, its competitors, its
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competitive advantage, and so on. Tt also determines
what die company thinks are the success fectors in die
market and thus Liltimately determines how it plays
the game. If a company starts playing the game in a
totally different way from everyone else, the reason
may be that it is playing a different game altogether.

What business a company
believes it is in

determines who it sees
as its customers, its competitors, its
competitive advantage, and so on.

For example, Hal Rosenbluth, president and CEO
of Rosenbluth Travel, described how he transformed
his company from a $20 million business in 1978 to
a $1.3 billion global travel management company by
1990: "Our biggest competitive advantage was to
understand that as deregulation changed the rtiles of
travel, we were no longer in the travel business so much
as we were in the information business" [emphasis
added].' This flmdamental rethinking of its business
led Rosenbluth to take a series of actions (such as ac-
quiring computers and airline reservation systems, de-
veloping a private reservation data system and rela-
tional databases, and so on) that, to an outsider, may
have seemed very strange. However, all these actions
made perfect sense. If you are in the travel itiforma-
don business, this is what you need to do be success-
ful. Rosenbluth claimed that the company had under-
gone a similar transformation 100 years before, when
his great-grandfather had an insight about the busi-
ness. He realized that "he wasnt just in travel, selling
tickets to people who wanted to cross the Atlantic. He
was in family immigration, getting whole clans of
people successRilly senled in America."

Such redefinition of the business is at the heart of
strat^c innovation. Many of todays strat^c innora.-
tors started on their revolutionary journey by first re-
defining their business. Thus Howard Schultz, presi-
dent of Starbucks, does not believe he is in the coffee
business; instead, he is in the business of creating a
consumption experience, of which coffee is a part. A
visit to one of his stores is "romance, theatrics, commu-

nity — the totality of the coffee experience."'' If you
think you are in the experience business rather than the
coffee business, you will behave very differently ftom
any competitor that thinks it is in the coffee business
— not better, just differently.

In another example, Apple Computers Steve Jobs
and Stephen Wozniak did not think they were in the
computer business. To them, computers were sup-
posed to be fun. This mind-set led to Macintosh's
user-ftiendliness and to the physical interaction with
the computer via a mouse. And Leclerc in France
does not see itself as being in the supermarket busi-
ness, but as a crtisader out to change retail distribution
in France. Once we understand its conception of vi'ho
it is, many of its strategic tactics (such as undertaking
more than 1,400 legal cases against distributors in
France) begin to make sense.

Such redefinition of the business can come only if
companies ask: "What btisiness are we really in?" While
asking the question does not ensure a new or even bet-
ter definition, discovering something new will never
happen if companies never ask the question.
• How to Define the Business. There is no right or
wrong way to define the business. You can never
know beforehand whether a certain definition will be
a winner.̂  The important thing is to ask the question,
to think of the implications of a possible redefinition,
to assess what new tactics to adopt if you were to re-
define, to think whether your core competencies will
allow you to carry out these tactics efHciendy, and so
on. Thtis, asking the question is only a trigger to think-
ing actively.

If we look historically at the issue of how to define the
business, we can identify three schools of thought.
Traditionally, companies defined their business by the
product "d^ey were selling. TTius there were companies in
the car business (Fond), the airplane business (Boeing),
or the cigarette business (Philip Morris). However, aft:er
Levitts anide in the early 1960s, this way of defining
the business came under severe attack.** Levitt argued
that defining the business by produa is too narrow and
can lead a company astray. He championed the notion
that a company should define its business by the ais-
tomer junction it is trying to ftiifill. Thus "the railroads
are in trouble today... because they let others take ctis-
tomers away ftom them because they asstimed them-
selves to be in the railroad business rather than in the
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transportation business. The reason they defined their
industry wrong was becatise they were railroad-oriented
instead of transportation-oriented; they were product-
oriented instead of customer-oriented."

This way of looking at the business emphasized the
importance of ctistomers and encouraged companies
to identify the underlying functionality of their prod-
ucts. By asking what benefits the customer derives
from a product, a company can identify its true value-
added and define its business. Thus, instead of think-
ing of your business as the car business, it is better to
think of it as the transport or entertainment btisiness
or whatever other function your product is fulfilling. A
third perspective has emerged that argues that compa-
nies must think of their business ;is a portfolio of core
competencies^^ For example, Sony might say it is in tbe
business of selling pocketability, or Apple might say
that it is in the business of supplying user-fi-iendliness.

Not one of these three approaches to defining the
business is the right one; each has its merits and its
limitations. What is a good definition for one compa-
ny may be bad for another. It all depends on each
company's unique capabilities and which definition
allows the company to employ its capabilities in the
best possible way and thus gain competitive advan-
tage. What usually kick-starts strategic innovation is
not the adoption of any one of the three approaches.
Rather it is continual switching from one definition to
another and continual thinking about the business
implications for the company as it switches from one
definition to another. The breakthrough usually comes
when a company has a dominant vray of defining its
business, say, customer-driven, and suddenly begins
thinking of its business in a different way, say, product-
driven.

A company should go through a four-step exercise
to define its business:
1. List all possible definitions of the btisiness (for example,
BMW is in the cai' business, the prestige car business,
the transport btisiness, the ego business, the btisiness of
satisfying the transport needs of yuppies, the driving
btisiness, the engineering business, the up-market glob-
al car business, and so on). Make the list as long as pos-
sible.
2. Evaluate each definition according to a series of crite-
ria. If we define our business as x, who are the cus-
tomers and what do they need? Who are otir competi-

tors? Can we satisfy these aistomer needs in a unique
or better way relative to our competitors? Is our defi-
nition of the market attractive (i.e., growing in the fu-
ture, protected by barriers, and so on)? What will be
the key success factors in this business? Can we deliv-
er? How do our competitors behave and what does
that imply about how they have defined die business?
Does tbis definition allow us to satisfy our personal ob-
jectives for this company? The same questions shotild
be used to evaluate every possible definition. Tbe goal
is to identify the definition that gives your company
maximum leverage relative to competitors.
3. Choose one definition. This is a crucial step. Making
a choice implies certain follow-up decisions, for exam-
ple, that the company will invest in certain products

Very few companies decide
explicitly what business they
are in, let alone think about

how to redefine the business.

or certain countiy subsidiaries and not in others. It
also implies that certain managers will lose out in the
next budget round and others will win. As a result of
the serious implications that this decision entails, most
companies fail to choose a definition.
4. Ask these questions— If our competitor redefined
the business, wbat strategy wotJd it be following? How
can we prepare for it?

This is the process that a company should go
through to decide how to define its business. Imagine
the power of revisiting these questions every year or
two — including a follow-up question: Have any
changes occurred that make another definition of the
business more attractive to our company? This is the
source of strategic innovation. Just when everybody
else has settled into a certain accepted definition and
behaves accordingly, you "discover" a new definition
that allows you to start playing tbe game differendy
and catch eveiybody off guard. But, again, to discov-
er a new definition, you must continually explore.

Very few companies decide explicidy what business
they are in, let alone think about how to redefine the
business. Yet this is the most important element of any
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strategy. Even the few companies that go through this
exercise explicitly either fail to make a specific deci-
sion ot, having decided what business they are in, fail
to revisit the decision, believing that it is cast in con-
crete, never to be revisited.

Redefine the Who
The second source of strategic itinovation is a funda-
mental rethinking of "Who is my customer?" Implicit
in this is the notion that the choice of customer is a
strategic decision: companies should choose their cus-
tomers strategically rather than accept as a customer
anyone who wants to buy. The criterion for choosing
who will be a customer should be an assessment of
whether a customer is "good." The trick, therefore, is to
identify which customers are good for the company
(and keep them or go after them) and which are not
(and avoid or get tid of them). A good ctistomer for

How many companies get
rid of existing customers

that they have identified os
bad customers?

one company may be a bad customer for another, de-
pending not only on the customers intrinsic charaaer-
istics (willing to pay on time, able to pay, profitable)
but also on whether the company is able to serve that
customer better or more efficiently than its competitors
as a result of its tinique bundle of assets and capabilities.
How many companies think about this question ex-
plicitly and proactively? How many have explicit crite-
tia by which they judge every customer? More impor-
tandy, how many companies get rid of existing cus-
tomers that they have idendfied as bad customers?

In terms of strategic innovation, the purpose of
thinking strategically about this question is either to
identify new customers or to resegment the existing
customer base more creatively and thus form new
customer segments. Many companies seem to believe
that new customer segments emerge only when new
ctistomer needs emerge. New customer needs are cer-
taitily an important source of new customer segments
(and something that I discuss in more length later)

but are not the only one. Oft:en, customer needs re-
main the same, but customer/>r/on>;>.f change; for ex-
ample, customers still need warmth and style in their
overcoats, but, compared to thirty years ago, style has
risen, for whatever reason, on the list of customer pri-
orities. Thus a company that identifies such changing
priorities, not needs, can carve out a specific niche of
customers who value style highly.

Similarly, a company can identify a spa:ific customer
segment that competitors are not currendy serving. The
reason tliis si^ment is not served is not because compa-
nies do not know about the needs of those customers.
They may know the needs but have decided that the
customer s^ment is not big enough to go after, or that
they cannot serve this segment profitably. If a new com-
pany can serve this niche efficiendy, it has a new cus-
tomer segment at its disposal, not because any new cus-
tomer needs have emerged but because the company
has found a more efficient way to fill existing needs.

Another way to identify new customer segments is
by more creatively segmenting the existing customer
base to put different segments toeether according to a
new logic. Recombinarion of customer segments may
also allow a company to create a new need and grow a
particular segment.

My goal is not to make an exhaustive list of all possi-
ble ways a company can identify new segments. Rather,
I surest that new customer s^pients can be developed
not only from new ctistomer needs but in various wa)^.
However, a company cannot identify new segments un-
less it proactively thinks about who its customer really is.

Inevitably, if a company identifies a new customer
base, it will start behaving in a way that best satisfies
the specific needs of those customers. This behavior
will most likely be different from that of established
competitors who are serving different customers. Thus
the company will be breaking the rules.

Consider, for example, the Canon case: Whereas
Xerox leases big photocopiers to corporations through
a direct salesforce. Canon sells its personal photo-
copiers to end users through a dealer network. Thus
Canon has adopted a different product, along with
different selling and distriburion strategies. It is break-
ing the rules. But how did Canon think of these new
rules? Could Canon have started by identifying indi-
viduals as a potential customer segment and then asked
what these individuals wanted? To Canon, the answer
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was small personal copiers. It then asked, "How can we
get these copiers to them?" Through dealers. Thus the
innovative Canon strategy is nothing more than doing
exactly what is needed to satisfy the needs of its cho-
sen customer segment.

Many companies that are strategic innovators began
this way. They identified a customer segment (usually
but not always the low end of the market) or a niche
that was not currendy served by existing competitors.
Then they designed their products and delivery sys-
tems to fit the requirements of this customer segment.
This source of strategic innovation underpins the suc-
cess of companies such as Wal-Mart, Canon, Apple,
Southwest Airlines, the Body Shop, Texas Instrimients
(in personal calculators), Lan &C Spar Bank, J.C. Penney
(in the early 1900s), USA Today, Komatsu, Honda (in
motorcycles and cars), and so on.

For example, at a time when other airlines were
using hub-and-spoke systems. Herb Kelleher, CEO of
Southwest Airlines, decided to break the rules: "We
wound up with a unique market niche; we are the
world's only short-haul, high-frequency, low-fare,
point-to-point carrier. . . . We wound up with a mar-
ket segment that is peculiarly outs, and everything

or the choice of niche to qualify
^ as strategic innovation, it must

grow to eventually become the
mass market, and the company's
way of playing the game must

become the new game in town.

about the airline has been adapted to serving that
market segment in the most efficient and economical
way possible."'" Little-known Enterprise Rent-A-Car,
America's bi^est rental firm, has a strategy that focuses
not on the traditional customer segment, people who
rent cars at airports, but on people who rent cars not
only at airports but wherever they need them. As a re-
sult, the company has positioned its 2,400 offices
within fift:een minutes of 70 percent of the U.S. pop-
ulation and picks up customers from their homes at
no extra cost."

Merely choosing a niche is not strategic innovation.
For the choice of niche to qualify as strategic innova-
tion, it must grow to eventually become the mass mar-
ket, and the company's way of playing the game must
become the new game in town. Thus the choice of the
right niche qualifies as strategic innovation. Tlierefore,
strategic innovators emerge in this manner: At a given
time, the mass market is served by a number of C(3m-
petitors. A new company spots a segment or a new
niche and goes afiier it. The existing competitors do
not bother becatise the company is not really taking
customers away from them (i.e., they still control the
mass market). Given the way the new company plays
the game in its litde niche, they may not even see it as
a competitor. Then, suddenly, the niche grows, and
the niche company emerges as the new market leader.
All other competitors take notice and search frantically
for a response. In the meantime, academics the world
over label the new company a maverick competitor
that won by breaking the rules. This scenario seems to
fit perfectly the success stories of companies like Canon,
Apple, Southwest Airlines, Wal-Mart, Dell, Snapple,
CNN, MTV, Nucor, and so on.

What eventually led to these companies' success
was the choice of a specific market niche that grew
phenomenally. But what does it mean when the niche
grows to become the new mass market? That what
was important to only a few people is now important
to almost everybody. For example, concern for the en-
vironment grew in the 1980s and along with it the
fortunes of the Body Shop. How did this happen?
Either the n^d was already there and a company vras
lucky or quick enough to climb on the rising wave
just in time, or the company helped grow tliis need so
as to exploit it. Thus the important thing is to pick
the right niche.'^

How do strategic innovators pick the right niche?
There is really no magic formula. Picking the right
niche requires a deep understanding of customer needs
and priorities and how they will change. It also requires
the courage (most vividly evident in entrepreneurs) to
risk pursuing what appears to be a promising customer
segment but which may tum out to be a fatal mistake.

Redefine the What
The third source of strategic innovation is an honest re-
thinking of the question: What products or services
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should we be selling to our customers? Implicit is the
notion that the choice of products or services is a strate-
gic decision: companies should decide strategically what
to offer their customers. Many companies seem to be-
lieve that the choice of customers automatically leads to
the choice of produas and services to offer. This may
be true, but, from a strategic innovation perspective, it
also helps to think of the what first and dien think of
whom to target. Thus, instead of saying, "These are our
customers, so let's think what they vrant so we can offer

Acompany can think ahead
and identify new services to

offer before the customer
even thinks of them.

it to them," it may help to start like this: "These are the
products and services that we want to offer, so let's
think about who would want to buy them."

Thinking strategically about what to offer the cus-
tomer should be pan of any strategy process. However,
for strategic innovation to occur, a company would
have to be the first to identify new or changing cus-
tomer needs, wants, or priorities and therefore be the
first to develop new products, services, or better ways
to satisfy these needs. For example, at Canon, strategic
innovation may have happened in this way: Canon
somehow identified (through customer surveys or ob-
servation or whatever) that customers did not like wait-
ing in line to use the central photocopier. As a restilt.
Canon came up with the idea of developing personal
copiers to serve this need. But, if that were the Canon
product, the customer would automatically emerge as
the individual to whom Canon woidd have to sell
through dealers. Thus Canon ends up with a strategy
that is totally different from Xerox's. How then did
Canon identify customers' changing needs or priori-
ties? More importandy, how did Canon go from hear-
ing people say, "I don't like standing in line" to devel-
oping the personal copier? In other words, how do
strategic innovators identify new customer needs and
the products to satisfy those needs?

The first and obvious way to identify new cus-
tomer needs is, of cotxrse, to ask the customer. How-

ever, although absolutely necessary, simply asking the
customer or monitoring customer changes in most
cases does not lead to strategic innovation, because the
customer can only tell you of needs or wants." What
must be done to satisfy them requires a creative leap
by the company. And this is extremely difficult.

Consider, for example, the case of a German com-
pany that manufactures coffee percolators." When it
asked customers what they wanted from their percola-
tors, they answered, "Cood quality coffee." The prob-
lem was that what the company needed to do to
achieve this customer need was not immediately obvi-
ous. It required a lot of creativity to come up with con-
crete ideas to satisfy this need. Usually, customer needs
or changing customer behaviors are obvious. The real
innovation is to go beyond the obvious — to truly
understand what is behind what the customer is say-
ing and what products or services the company can
develop to satisfy the customer's needs.

Asking customers is only one way to identify new
products or services. Equally important is to develop a
deep understanding of die customer's basiness and how
the customer is satisfying its own customers' needs. In
this way, a company can think ahead and identify new
services to offer before the customer even thinks of
them. How can you better understand your customers'
business? TTiere are several tactics: talk to die customers'
customers, talk to dieir competitors, talk to their suppli-
ers, talk to their employees, understand their value
chain, become paitners with customers, monitor non-
customers, monitor new entrants, and so on.

To truly understand the customer, a company needs
to become customer-oriented, rather than supply-
oriented. A company that aspires to be more customer-
oriented must, at the very least, change its underlying
culture, structure, systems, and incentives to allow its
people to achieve this goal. Simply pronouncing the
virtues of customer orientation without Rindamental-
ly changing the underfying organizational environ-
ment will not deliver any results.

Outside benchmarking can be a usefiil source of
new trends and new products. For example, Hanes
had its innovative idea to distribute women's pantyhose
through supermarkets when, in 1968, the president of
Hanes' hosiery division, Robert Elberson, noticed that
a West German pantyhose manufacturer had intro-
duced its line to supermarkets in several metropolitan
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areas in the eastern United States. Similarly, Kresge Co.
transformed itself into Kmart in the late 1950s, after
its president Harry Cunningham had spent two years
studying discount stores, especially Korvette.

Another usefiil tactic is to experiment continually
with new products until you hit on a latent, not ob-
vious need. For example, more than 1,000 new soft
drinks appear annually in Japan; only 1 percent sur-
vive.'̂  A company cannot create a new niche or dis-
cover a latent consumer need unless it tries.

Redefine the How
Asking customers, thoroughly understanding the
customers' business, or becoming a truly customer-
oriented company can all be imponanr drivers of strate-
gic innovation. But is that enough? For example, did
Sony come up with the Walkman by focusing on the
customer? Did Yamaha develop its electronic pianos as
a result of deeper customer understanding? Although
die answer to both questions may be yes, this line of

What Honda learns as it
gains experience in
managing its dealer

network for small cars may help
it improve the management of its

largely separate network
for motorbikes.

questioning points to another possible source of strate-
gic innovation: building on the organizations existing
core competencies to create a new product or a new
way of doing business that is totally different from the
way competitors currendy do business.

Consider the following scenario: Canon begins by
considering its already-established dealer network that
sells cameras to end consumers. In thitiking d^out di-
versifying into the photocopier business, it therefore
recognizes the need to leverage this dealership asset
along with its knowledge of marketing to the end con-
sumer. This line of thinking lets Canon identify end
consumers as potential customers and so develop the
personal copier that it then distributes through dealers.

This plausible scenario su^ests that a company can
create a new game by leveraging its existing competen-
cies. The classic case, as the Canon example su^ests,
is to take the knowledge of doing business in one mar-
ket and utilize it in another market. Thus Canon has
developed a deep knowledge of the end consumer as a
result of its camera operations and also has an estab-
lished dealer network. What better solution than to
take these two valuable assets and utilize them in the
photocopier business by developing personal copiers
and targeting the end consumer. To an outsider or to
Xerox, this may be breaking the rules, but to Canon,
this is simply leveraging its existing strengths.

3M provides another example of the same princi-
ple. In 1995, 3M sold nearly $1 billion in microrepli-
cation products, ranging from smart adhesives to liq-
uid crystal display film. All these products stem ftom a
single technology, which was first applied in the over-
head projeaor lens thirty years ago. According to the
inventor of the first microreplication product, Roger
Appeldorn, nobody planned these products: "We didn't
sit down and say, 'Microreplication is the next thing to
do; lets go do it.' It doesnt work this w^y. It evolved. It
reached a critical mass. And it suddenly proliferated.""'

Leveraging existing core competencies is certainly
one way to create new products or new ways to com-
pete. However, most major breakthroughs occur not
so much from amortizing existing competencies but
from exploiting them to create and accumulate new
strategic assets more quickly and cheaply than com-
petitors. Companies can dynamically exploit existing
core competencies in three ways:''
1. Share Core Competencies. A company can use a
core competence amassed during die building or main-
taining of a strategic asset in one small business unit
(SBU) to help improve the quality of a strategic asset
in another SBU. For example, what Honda learns as it
gains experience in managing its dealer network for
small cars may help it improve the management of its
largely separate network for motorbikes. Similarly,
when Canon had successfiiUy established itself in both
the camera and photocopier businesses, many of the
strategic assets that underpinned the respective SBUs
could not be shared directly. The dealer networks and
component manufacturing plants were largely specific
to each SBU. But, in the course of prodticing and mar-
keting cameras, the camera division extended this ini-
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rial Asset by a mix of learning by doing and further
purchases of assets in the market. As a by-product of
this asset accuniularion, the camera business also devel-
oped a series of competencies such as how to increase
the effectiveness of a dealer network, how to develop
new products combining optics and electronics, and
how to squeeze better productivity from high-volume
assembly lines.

Because Canon is in two businesses, cameras and
photocopiers, in which the processes of improving
dealer effectiveness, speeding up product develop-
ment, or improving assembly-line prodticrivity are
similar, it can improve the quality of the strategic as-
sets in its photocopier btisiness by transferring compe-
tencies learned in its camera business and vice versa.
This relatedness — similarities in the processes re-
qtiired to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
separate, market-specific stocks of strategic assets in

onda can use the experience
of building motorbike

distribution to form a new,
parallel distribution system for

lawn mowers.

two businesses — opens up opportunities for asset im-
provement advantages diat allow a company to play a
different game in a different market.
2. Reuse Competencies. A company can use a com-
petence developed during the building of strategic as-
sets in existing btisinesses to create a new strategic asset
in a new business faster or more cheaply. For example,
Honda can tise the experience of building motorbike
distribution to form a new, parallel distribution system
for bwn mowers, which are generally sold through dif-
ferent oudets. Similarly, by operating in the photocopi-
er market and building the asset base required to out-
compete rivals, the Canon SBU accumulated its own,
additional competencies diat the camera SBU had not
developed. These included building a marketing orga-
nization targeted to business rather than personal buy-
ers and developing and mantifecturing a reliable elec-
trostatic printing engine.

When Canon diversified into laser printers, the new

SBU started with an endowment of assets, additional
assets acquired in the market, and arrangements to
share facilities and core components. But, even more
important for its long-term competitiveness, the new
laser printer SBU was able to draw on the competen-
cies of its sister businesses in cameras and photocopiers
to create new market-specific strategic assets faster and
more efficiently than its comperitors. This kind of re-
iatedness, in which companies can deploy the compe-
tencies amassed by existing SBUs to speed up and to
reduce the cost of forming new market-specific strate-
gic assets for a new SBU, is the asset-creation advan-
tage that companies can use to break the rules.
3. Expand Competencies. A company can expand its
existing pool of competencies because, as it builds strate-
gic assets in a new btisiness, it learns new skills. For ex-
ample, in die course of building a new distribution sys-
tem for lawn mowers, Honda may learn new skills so it
can improve its distribution system for motorbikes.
Similarly, in creating the assets required to support the
design, manufacture, and service of die more sophisti-
cated electronics demanded in the laser printer business.
Canon may have developed new competencies to im-
prove its photocopier business. Alternatively, combining
the competencies developed in its photocopier and laser
printer businesses may have helped it to quicldy and
cheaply build the strategic assets required to succeed in
a fourth market — plain-paper facsimile machines.

Strategic innovation takes place when a company
tries to satisfy customer needs based on new strategic
assets that are unfamiliar to existing competitors. In
the process, the assets of established players become
obsolete. Maverick competitors create such new assets
by utilizing their core competencies to either develop
new assets or bundle existing strategic assets in unique
combinarions. Successful innovators need therefore
to identify and deploy the right core competencies. A
better understanding of changing customer needs can
lead to a better understanding of which core compe-
tencies to emphasize and develop. Similarly, a better
understanding of a company's core competencies can
lead to better segmentation, choice of customers, and
a more productive development of new strategic as-
sets that allow the company to break the rules.

Start the Thinking Process at Different Points
The final source of strategic innovation is the thinking
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process for developing new ideas. New ideas emerge
more easily if managers can escape their mechanistic
way of thinldng and look at an issue from different
perspectives or angles. The goal, therefore, is to start
the thinking process at different points. For example,
instead of thinking, "This is our customer, this is what
he or she wants, and this is how we can offer it," start
by asking, "What are our unique capabilities, what
specific needs can we satisfy, and who will be the right
customer to approach?"

At the strategic level, a company has to decide the
who, the what, and the how: Who are our customers?
W^at do they want? How can we satisfy these wants?
The thinking process could, therefore, go through
three stages: Start by defining who the selected cus-
tomers are and then decide on the what and the how.
Or start by deciding first what products and services to
offer and then decide the who and the how. Or start
with the how and then decide the who and the what.

Another useRil thinking process is to take the ac-
cepted definition of the business as given and then
try to think of (1) new customers or new customer
segments, (2) new customer needs, or (3) new appli-
cations of core competencies. After coming up with a
number of ideas, a company can revisit the question,
"What is our business?" and, for every possible new
definition, repeat the three steps. Again, the objective
is to see the business from as many different perspec-
tives as possible so managers can find new ways to
play the game.

Conclusion

1 began by identifying Canon as a strategic innovator
tliat beat the industry leader, Xerox, by breaking the
rules. While there is no question that Canon broke the
rules in the copier business, consider the different ways
Canon may have come up with its innovative strategy:
1. Wiiile Xerox plays the game, believing that it is in
the photocopier business. Canon begins by seeing it-
self in the consumer elearonics business — perhaps a
legacy of its success in the camera business. By think-
ing of itself as a consumer electronics company. Canon
immediately recognizes that the way to play this game
is through low price and high quality. It therefore puts
all its energy toward developing a reliable copier at an
afforclable price. When it introduces such a copier, the

ftrst users report how good and cheap this wonderful
new machine is, and millions of people suddenly dis-
cover that they too need a personal copier at home.
The personal copier market explodes, and Canon
emerges as the market leader.
2. Based on its experiences in the camera business.
Canon starts by identifying individuals as a promising
customer segment. Its answer to the question, "What
do individuals want?," is small personal copiers. And
to, "How can we get these copiers to them?," through
dealers. Thus the innovative Canon strategy, when
compared to Xerox's strategy, is nothing more than
doing exactly what is needed to satisfy the needs of the
chosen customer segment.
3. Canon somehow {through customer surveys or ob-
servation or whatever) discovers that customers do not
like to wait in line fbr the central photocopier. As a result,
Canon comes up with the idea of personal copiers. But if

Coming up with new ideas is
one thing; succeeding in the

market is another.

that is the Canon produCT, tbe Canon customer auto-
matically emerges as the individual to whom Canon
has to sell through dealers. Thus, again, the strategy
ends up being totally different ftom Xerox's.
4. Canon begins by considering its already established
dealer network that sells cameras to end consumers.
By thinking about diversifying into the photocopier
business, it therefore recognizes the need to leverage
the dealership asset along with its technology and its
knowledge of marketing to the end consumer. This
line of thinking lets Canon identify end consumers as
the potential customer and develop the personal copi-
er, which it then distributes throLigh dealers.

Each scenario or a combination may have taken
place. Perhaps all did. A company can use any one or
a combination of the above tactics to strategically in-
novate.
• Two Caveats. It is worth reemphasizing that coming
up witli new ideas is one thing; succeeding in the mar-
ket is another. Many readers may rush to identify nu-
merous companies that appear to have strategically in-
novated in the manner described, only to go bankrupt
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in a few years. Osborne Computer is one example. Very
much like the founders of Apple Computer, Adam
Osborne founded Osborne Computer in 1981 to sell
portable personal computers. He went after a new cus-
tomer niche, one of the sources of strategic innovation.
Osborne remarked, "I saw a truck-size hole in the indus-
try, and 1 plumed it.""* Osborne Computer grew to
$100 million in sales within eighteen months, only to
go bankrupt in 1983.

There are many stories of companies that strategi-
cally innovated but failed. People Express's failed strat-
egy has similarities to the successful strategy of South-
west Airlines. The demise of the retail chain Next in
the United Kingdom contrasts sharply with the suc-
cess of the Body Shop, even though both companies
strategically innovated in the same way, by identifying
new customer needs.

Similarly, there are numerous examples of compa-
nies that tried to strategically innovate by redefining
their business, only to discover that it did not guaran-
tee success: Xerox's attempts to go from the copier
business to the office of the future business to the doc-
uments business is one case. The failed diversification
attempts of the 1960s and 1970s on the shaky ground
of a broader business definition should be a warning.
Nor is initial success through strategic innovation a
guarantee for long-term success -—- wiuiess the declin-
ing fortunes of Apple Computer and Kmart.

All these examples of strategic innovations that
failed make the point that any idea, however good, is
bound to fail if it is not implemented effectively. Even
worse, any idea, however good and however well im-
plemented, will eventually feil if it is not supported by
continual innovation. This, however, should not de-
tract from the value of generating new ideas that break
the rules. Just because good ideas are only tf?^^ element
that determines corporate success and do not guaran-
tee success does not mean that companies should not
bother coming up with new ideas.

Finally, I have presented my ideas as if one individu-
al or a group somehow comes up with all these ways to
break the rules in a rational manner. This is certainly
one way for strategic innovation to take place, but not
the only way. A company must also strive to instim-
tionalize innovation by establishing the appropriate
culture, structure, incentives, systems, and processes
that somehow allow innovation to happen as part of

daily business. How 3M has institutionalized innova-
tion can be a model for other companies that aspire to
the same goal. Similarly, a company may want to iden-
tify specific obstacles or constraints that prevent it ftom
being entrepreneurial and find ways to remove or by-
pass them. These are important issues, but not my
major concern here. I have been concerned only with
the rational approach to strategic innovation. By not
discussing institutionalized innovation, ! do not sug-
gest that it is unimportant. It is a topic that deserves a
separate article. •
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